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Abstract. A set of 142 S and ScS absolute travel times and 62 ScS-S differential travel times from short-period recordings of the January 29, 1971, Sea of
Okhotsk deep-focus earthquake has been analyzed to obtain estimates of the
source anomaly as a function of position on the residual sphere. In the
processing algorithm the station anomalies and travel times are treated as
gaussian random variables with known variance matrices. A system of
normal equations is found by minimizing a quadratic form that is the sum of
three terms: a measure of the misfit to the absolute travel times, a measure of
the misfit to the differential travel times, and a measure of the misfit to the
estimated station anomalies. An approximate solution to the system of
normal equations is derived by requiring that the source anomaly be a
smooth function of position on the residual sphere. This fitting procedure
yields a saddle-shaped source anomaly pattern. The pattern is compatible
with the presence of a planar high-velocity zone beneath the source with a
nearly vertical dip and a strike parallel to the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc. Ray
tracing calculations have been used to model the anomaly. A high-velocity
slab extending to a depth of 1000 km along the extrapolation of the Benioff
Zone, with a velocity contrast of 5 %, is consistent with the data. The
anomaly is interpreted to be the expression of lithospheric material that has
penetrated the lower mantle. This study and data from other subduction
zones suggest that lithospheric slap penetration below the 650 km discontinuity is a general feature of mantle structure in regions of rapid plate
convergence. It is concluded that the lower mantle participates in the
thermal convection responsible for plate motions.
Key words: Subduction zones - Lower mantle heterogeneity - S-wave travel
times.
1. Introduction

The fate of lithospheric material descending along subducting margins is a
significant geophysical problem with important implications for mantle dy-
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namics. Some authors have associated the termination of earthquake activity
above 700 km depth with the equilibration of the lithospheric slab (thermal
boundary layer) to ambient mantle temperatures (e.g. Toksi::iz et al., 1971).
Others have interpreted the existence of a seismic discontinuity near 700 km and
the predominance of down-dip deviatoric compressional stresses in deep-focus
earthquakes to indicate the presence of a relatively high-strength mesosphere
below the seismic discontinuity which is not penetrated by this thermal boundary layer (e.g. Isacks and Molnar, 1969; McKenzie et al., 1974).
Realistic thermal calculations have shown that large temperature contrasts
between the slab and the surrounding mantle are likely to exist at 700 km depth
for motions occurring at typical plate velocities (McKenzie, 1969; Griggs, 1972;
Schubert et al., 1975), so the conclusions of Toksi::iz et al. (1971) are probably not
well founded. But, since the thermodynamical nature of the 650-km seismic
discontinuity (phase change) remains in doubt (Jackson et al., 1974; Anderson,
1976), the question of whether or not the thermal boundary layer penetrates the
lower mantle cannot be categorically answered on the basis of thermal calculations alone.
However, the existence or non-existence of lower temperature lithospheric
material below the seismic discontinuity can be detected by seismic methods,
since this material should be characterized by higher velocities than the surrounding mantle (Davies and McKenzie, 1969; Mitronovas and !sacks, 1971;
Toksi::iz et al., 1971; Sleep, 1973). In their study of seismic velocity anomalies
beneath the Tonga-Kermadec Arc, Mitronovas and Isacks (1971, p. 7177) reported negative results: "Residuals at teleseismic distances from the deepest
earthquakes show no significant azimuthal anomalies, which implies that little
or no high velocity material extends beneath the deepest earthquake." Since the
publication of their study, other results have become available which may
reverse this conclusion. Weichert (1972), Davies and Sheppard (1972), and
Powell (1976) have attributed P wave slowness anomalies observed by seismic
arrays to lateral velocity gradients below the earthquake zone in the vicinity of
several island arcs. Engdahl (1975) has observed travel time differences at
Alaskan stations from deep-focus events in the Tonga-Fiji region which are
anomalously large and which seem to require some form of velocity heterogeneity below 650km. Jordan and Lynn (1974) have detected an anomaly in the
lower mantle beneath the Middle America Trench which is characterized by
high compressional and shear velocities. They suggested that this anomaly could
result from low temperatures associated with down-welling material.
This evidence is compatible with the hypothesis that lithospheric material
does indeed penetrate the lower mantle beneath the Benioff Zones, at least in
regions where the rate of lithospheric consumption is large (Jordan, 1975). An
analysis of shear wave travel times from a deep-focus earthquake in the Kuril
Arc, presented here, supports this hypothesis.
2. Data

The primary observations used in this study are the distributions of S and ScS
travel time residuals as functions of position on the focal sphere of a deep-focus
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Fig. I. Vertical cross-section perpendicula r to the K uril-K amchatka A rc with seismicity fo r the
period February, 1963, through Ap ril, 1974. NOAA PDE locations for events with m,f;5 and more
than IO s tations reporting a re plotted. Inset map s hows regio n of projection (solid lines) a nd
projection plane (dotted line). Hypocenter a nd epicenter of t he Ja nua ry 29, 197 1, deep-focus
earthqua ke are indicated by H a nd E, respectively

event. Shear waves have been used rather tha n compressional waves fo r several
reasons: (1) At a given period their wavelength is sho rter by a bo ut a fac tor of
two. Their use therefore perm its a greater resolutio n of near-source structure. (2)
The signal-to-noise ratio fo r ScS phases is generally much higher th an for PcP
phases, and, correspondingly, the travel times of ScS are more accura tely
determined. By employing core-reflected phases o ur coverage of the res idual
sphere is greatly increased. (3) Lo wer mantle heterogeneities induce variations in
shear wave travel times tha t a re generally three to four times the variations in
compressional wave travel times (Jo rdan and Lynn, 1974).
To facilitate the accurate determ inatio n of shea r-wave times on short-period
reco rdings, an event with a sim ple, impulsive far-field displacement functio n is
desired. To simplify the interpretation of the data, an accurate hypocent ral
location is required. T he intermediate magnitude (mh = 6) deep-foc us Sea of
Okhotsk earthquake of January 29, 1971, satisfies these criteria. Estimates of the
source parameters fo r this event a re given in T able l. T he parameter with the
largest variation among the solutions listed is the focal depth : the I SC a nd
NOAA determinations of depth differ by nearly 30 km. F o rtun ately, this earthq uake has been relocated by Veith (1974), whose procedure inco rporates station
corrections and reduces netwo rk bias. H e o btains a depth of 540 ± 5.7 km, which
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Table l. Estimates of Source Parameters for the January 29, 1971 Sea of Okhotsk Deep-Focus Event
Origin time

Latitude (0 N)

Longitude (0 E)

Depth (km)

Reference

21 :58:06.7
21 :58:05.4
21: 58:03.2 ± 0.21

5 1. 72 ± 0.032
5 1.7
5 1.69 ±0.014

151.04 ± 0.024
150.9
150.97±0.022

540±5.7
544
515 ± 2.7
534 ± 1.3

Veith (1974)"
PD Eb
ISC'
pP-P times, ISC '

' Source parameters used in this paper for computing travel time residuals
b Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, National Oceans and Atmospheric Administration
(197 1)
' Bulletin of the International Seismological Center (1971)

Fig. 2. Azimuthal equidistant projection centered on epicenter of January 29, 1971, deep-focus
earthquake. T riangles are locations of WWSSN and Canadian Network stations used in this study.
Circle is 80° from the earthquake

is consistent with the observed pP-P times (Table 1), whereas the ISC and
NOAA locations a re not. Veith's solution was employed in calculating travel
time residuals. The location of this hypocenter is shown in the context of Benioff
Zone seismicity for the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc in Figure 1.
S and ScS absolute travel times and ScS-S differential travel times were
independently read from seismograms recorded a t World-Wide-Standardized
Seismographic Network (WWSSN) and Canadian Network stations for epicentral distances less than 80°. The station distribution is shown in Figure 2. The
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Fig. 3. Examples of short-period seismograms of Sand ScS phases from the January 29, 1971 , deepfocus earthquake

excellent azimuthal coverage was a primary factor in choosing this area for
study. From the 80 stations where one or more measurements could be made, a
total of 77 S times, 65 ScS times and 62 ScS-S times were obtained. The travel
times were read from short-period seismograms for a ll but 4 stations, where
long-period recordings were used. The arrivals were usually impulsive, and the
times could generally be determined with a precision of less than one second.
Examples of seismograms a re shown in F igure 3. Whenever possible the times
were read fro m the horizontal component most nearl y SH -polarized . However,
in some cases of poor polarization, Sp energy corru pted the S wave arrival, and
identificatio n of the first shear mo tion had to be made on the basis of the
particle displacement.
A check on the consistency of the readings is obtained by comparing the
difference between the absolute ScS and absolute S time wit h the independently
measured ScS-S differential time. The RMS difference between these values is
only 0.3 s, and the max imum difference is 0.8 s.
Residuals were formed fro m the raw times by subtracting the values predicted by the Seismological Tables of Jeffreys and Bullen ( 1940), corrected for
statio n elevation and ellipticity. The absolute travel time residuals obtained in
this manner are plotted o n a stereographic projection of the focal sphere in
Figure 4.

3. Residual Sphere Analysis

In seeking to explain the large variation of residuals seen in Figure 4, we will
consider fo ur factors: (1) reading errors, (2) mislocation errors, (3) failure of the
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Fig. 4. Stereographic projection of lower focal hemisphere for the January 29, 1971 , deep-focus
eart hquake showing S a nd ScS residua ls with respect to the Jeffreys-Bullen Tables, corrected for
ellipticity a nd station elevation. Inte rvals corresponding to differential symbol sizes are expressed in
seconds

Jeffreys-Bullen model to adequatel y represent th e spherica lly averaged earth,
and (4) travel time variations due to lateral heterogeneit y, The total va riation
exceeds 10 s, so it is unlikely that read ing errors are a significa nt factor.
Epicentral mislocatio n contributes to the residuals a term that varies like the
cosine of the azimuth. No such systematic variatio n in the resid uals is evident.
This is not surprising since, fo r an epicentral uncertainty of less than 10 km,
which is probably appropria te for this event, th e magnitude of this term will be
less than I s in the region sampled. Both the mislocatio n of focal depth and the
inadequacy of the Jeffreys-Bullen model will contribute terms that are independent of azimuth. From Figure 4 it appears that variations of this type can do
little to mitigate the anomalo us times. For example, the average S res idual a nd
ScS residua l are a lmost iden tical, - 0.5 s and -0.6 s, respectively. Consequently,
the bulk of the travel time variation observed in Figure 4 must be due to lateral
heterogeneities in shear ve locity.
W here alo ng the ray pa ths do these va riat io ns occur? Inspection of Figure 4
reveals that some of the resid ua l behavior can certa inl y be ascribed to a nomalies
in the crust and upper mantle beneath the receivers, where significant velocity
heterogeneity is known to reside. For example, the largest positive residual
( + 6.4 s) is observed for the S time at Akureyri, Iceland (station AKU, azimuth </>
= - 5°). The ScS time is also strongly positive ( + 4.5 s), and these observations
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are consistent with previous inferences that the mantle beneath Iceland is
characterized by low velocities (Long and Mitchell, 1970; Sipkin and Jordan,
1975). The largest negative residuals are for the S and ScS times observed at
Guam (GUA, <P = -170°), -10.8 s and- 7.5 s, respectively. The ray paths
through the upper mantle for these phases lie mostly within the lithospheric slab
descending beneath the Marianas, and this geometry suggests that the large
negative residuals are caused by the high velocities within the slab. Another
dramatic example of near-surface anomalies can be seen in the northeastern
quadrant of Figure 4: the residuals for stations in the tectonically stable regions
of North America (¢ < 50°) are generally negative, whereas the stations in the
Basin and Range Province and in western Canada (¢ > 50°) are invariably
positive.
Since this study is primarily concerned with near-source structure, it is
advantageous to eliminate these near-receiver effects as much as possible. This
can be done approximately by subtracting from each residual a scalar-valued
"station anomaly," determined from previous seismological experience. In a
recent study by Sengupta (1975) station anomalies for most of the WWSSN
stations have been derived using travel times from a global distribution of deepfocus events. Since Sengupta did not estimate anomalies for the Canadian
Network, corrections for these stations were constructed on the basis of their
tectonic setting, as determined from a map adapted from Douglas (1970)
published by Hashizume (1976, p. 335). Stations were assigned anomalies of-2 s
(shield provinces), 0 s (platforms) or+ 2 s (Phanerozoic orogens). These values
are consistent with Sengupta's anomalies for other continents and with the
experience of Sipkin and Jordan (1975, 1976). Based on the station's tectonic
setting, anomalies were also assigned to the four WWSSN sites missing from
Sengupta's catalogue: AKU,+5.0s; MAT,-2.0s; SNG,+2.0s; STU, O.Os.
Sengupta computed an anomaly of - 1.6 ±4.4 s for station GU A; to account for
the observed large negative residual at this station, probably due to the slab
effect mentioned above, a value of - 8.0 s was substituted.
The residual sphere plot with the station anomalies removed is shown in
Figure 5. Evidently, the station correction procedure has merit; the consistency
of neighboring residuals is obviously improved, although the total variation in
the residual magnitude is only slightly decreased. In the NW and SE quadrants
the residuals are generally positive, whereas in the NE and SW quadrants the
residuals are generally negative. The broad spatial coherence of this pattern
suggests the existence of velocity heterogeneity in the vicinity of the source. The
principal feature of this pattern is a well-defined NE-SW trending trough-like
feature characterized by large negative travel time anomalies. A cross-section
through the central portion of the residual distribution perpendicular to the axis
of the trough is given in Figure 6. A constant baseline shift of - 3 s has been
added to all the residuals in Figure 6 to adjust the average anomaly for the
European stations to near zero, which is consistent with the interpretation of the
anomaly described below. For the portion of the residual sphere depicted in
Figure 6, the amplitude of the feature is about 5 s. The magnitudes of the
negative residuals increase with increasing angle from the plane of this projection. A pattern such as this can qualitatively be explained by postulating the
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Fig. 5. Same as Figure 4, except residuals have been corrected for station anomalies discussed in the
text. Dashed lines bound region of residual sphere projected in Figure 6

existence of a nearly vertically dipping high-velocity zone below the event
striking parallel to the line of deep-focus earthquakes beneath the Sea of
Okhotsk.
To obtain a more quantitative estimate of this near-source anomaly one can
smooth the residual distribution on the focal sphere. Presumably, much of the
scatter between nearby points in Figure 5 is due to reading errors or the
inaccuracy of the station corrections in representing the path anomalies at large
distances from the source. If nearly random as a function of position on the
focal sphere, this noise can be reduced by averaging.
The procedure used in this experiment for smoothing and interpolating the
residual pattern will now be outlined. To state this method most simply we must
develop a compact notation. Let t~ be a vector of length Na containing the
observed absolute travel time residuals (including both the S and the ScS
residuals), let tY be a vector of length Nd containing the observed ScS-S
differential travel time residuals, and let t? be a vector of length N, containing
the observed station anomalies, taken in this instance to be Sengupta's (1975)
values supplemented with the estimates of the station corrections described
above. These three vectors are the experimental data at our disposal, and as
such represent samples of stochastic processes. The processes will be denoted by
ta, td and t, , respectively. We suppose that the quantity r 5 (8, <f;) represents the
source anomaly for the ray leaving the hypocenter wi th take-off angle and
azimut h <f;. Let r =(8, <f;). We shall not attempt to estimate rs(f) directly but

e
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Fig. 6. Projection of the residuals bounded by dashed lines in Figure 5 onto a vertical plane through
center of residual sphere oriented N60°W. Units of the radial coordinate are seconds. Circles are S
times and the triangles are ScS times ; size of the symbol is proportional to the subjective quality
assigned to each reading. A 3 s baseline correction has been subtracted from all of the times

instead shall seek a local average of r ,(r) given by
t,(r) =

s g(r, i") r,(r ') dQ(r')

(1)

S"( 1)

where 9' (1) is the unit focal sphere and g(r, r ') is an averaging kernel that will be
specified below. Let t, be the vector of length N0 whose i'h component is t,(r;),
where r; = (8;,</>;) is the position vector on 9'(1) of the ray corresponding to the
i'h component of ta.
A very simple time-term model is assumed to be valid in the fitting
procedure. For the absolute travel times we require
(2)

where the overbar indicates ensemble average, and the path anoma ly vector tP is
related to the station anoma ly vector by

t p= p. t,

(3)

The operator Pis an Na x N, matrix whose elements are
1,

P;j =

1
0,

if the i'h path anomaly is for a ray
arriving at the
station
otherwise

r

(4)

Thus, the path anomalies for the ScS and the S phases received at a given
station a re taken to be identical and equal to the station anomaly, an assumption necessitated by the lack of better data. The ensemble average of the
differential time variable at a given station is ass umed to equal the difference
between the ensemble averages of the ScS variable and the S variable at that
station ; i.e.
td=D·~,

(5)
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where D is a Nd x Na matrix whose elements are
if tai is the ScS residual corresponding to tdi
if tai is the S residual corresponding to tdi
otherwise

(6)

It follows that
(7)

D·P=O

(8)

The stochastic nature of the vectors ta, td and t, results from experimental
errors which corrupt the estimates t~, t~ and t?. The error processes are assumed
to possess gaussian statistics, and the autocovariance matrices corresponding to
these processes are assumed to be known. These are
(9a)
(9b)

V,., = (t, -t,)(t, -t,)*

(9c)

where ( )* denotes transpose. It is convenient to assume that the errors for the
components of these processes are uncorrelated; i.e. the variance matrices are
taken to be diagonal. The square-roots of the diagonal elements of V,,a and Y,id
measure the precision of the travel time observations. For each datum a specific
value was assigned in the interval 0.5 s-2.0 s based on a subjective estimate of
the datum quality. The square-root of the i1h diagonal element of V,., was taken
to be
( JI'rr. )~./2=
u

i- 1
l~

--3 <Ji,
ni-

4s,

·f

I

n;> 3

(10)

otherwise

where <Ji is Sengupta's standard error of one observation at the i1h station and ni
is the number of observations used in his estimate. The factor (n; - 1)/(ni - 3)
corrects the standard error for the increase in the uncertainty due to a finite
number of observations 1 . The station corrections estimated on the basis of
tectonic setting were assigned an uncertainty of 4 s.
Quantities which measure the fit of the model to the data are the quadratic
forms

V

x: =Lit:· V,,;;
x: =Litt· Vi,J
x; =Lit~· v,.;:-

1

·Lita

(11 a)

1·

Lltd

(11 b)

1 .

Lit,

(11 c)

1 Formally, this factor adjust the estimated variance to be an unbiased estimator of the second
moment of the student's t distribution associated with the fh datum
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where
Lita =t2-ta =t2-ts-P · t,

(12a)

Lltd =tJ-td=tJ-D ·ts

(12b)

Lit, =t?-t,

(12c)

Estimates of ts and t, which "best fit" the data are defined as those which
minimize the sum of these quadratic forms
x}=x;+x;+x?

(13)

Minimizing x} with respect to arbitrary variations in ts and t, is accomplished
with equations (11) and (12) and standard variational techniques. It can be
shown that a minimum is attained when the estimates is and f, satisfy the
following system:
1 ·D] .f + v- 1 .p.f = v- 1 .t0 +D*. v- 1 ·t0
1
[ vaa +D* · vdd
s
aa
r
aa
a
dd
d

(14a)
P* . V,,; 1 . ts+ [ P* . V,,; 1 . p + V,.;:- 1] . t, = P* . V,,; 1 . t2 + V,.;:- 1 . t?

(14b)

Since V,., is nonsingular, the matrix
R = P* . V,,; 1 . p + V,.;:- 1

(15)

will also be nonsingular and thus possess an inverse. Equation (14b) can
therefore be solved for f, in terms of£::
1
0
1 .t0 -P* · v- 1 .f]
i r =R- 1 · [P* · vaa .ta + vrr
r
aa
s

(16)

Substituting (16) into (14a) we find
(17)

S·ts=d 0

where
S

=Va;

1

do= [ V,,;

+ D* . Y,i;t 1 . D - V,,; 1 . p. R- 1 . P*. V,,; 1
1-

(18a)

V,,; 1 . p. R- 1 . P* . V,,; 1] . t2

+ D* . Y,i;t 1 . tJ - V,,; 1 . p. R - 1 . V,.;:- 1 . t?

(18b)

Thus, minimizing (13) can be reduced to the problem of solving an Na x Na
system of linear equations. Because the matricies P and D are simple and
because the variance matricies (9) are taken to be diagonal, the matrix multiplications in (16), (18a) and (18b) can be done analytically, and Equations (16) and
(17) are easily set up for numerical computations.
For the problem at hand, the euclidean norm of the last term in expression
(18a) exceeds the euclidean norm of the sum of the first two terms, and the
matrix S may be singular. Furthermore, the ratio of largest eigenvalue to the
smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix S 2 = S* · S is very large, and hence the
computation of the generalized inverse of S is an ill-posed problem.
Fortunately, the manifold of exact solutions to the normal equations (17) is
of little interest. Our concern is the construction of the smoothest approximate
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solution which satisfies the observational constraints to our satisfaction. To do
this let us return to Equation (1), where the elements of ts were defined to be the
convolution of the source anomaly rs(r') with a smoothing kernel g(r, r'). We
now specify this kernel to be
A A')- exp[d·r']
4 nq 0 (K )

(
gr,
r -

(19)

where q 0(K) = sinh(K)/K. These kernels are simply unimodular versions of
Fisher's fundamental distribution on Y'(l), and with this specification, Equation
(1) represents the convolution of rs with the spherical equivalent of a gaussian
filter function. The filter is low-pass, and the parameter K controls the filter
width. Define G(r') to be the vector of length Na whose z'th element is g(ri, i'),
where r; is the position on Y'(l) of the ray corresponding to the i1h element of ta.
Define Css to be the Na x Na matrix

J G(r)G*(r)dQ(r)

Css=

(20)

9'(1)

The elements of Css are easily shown to be
(21)

for i,j = 1, 2, ... , Na. Let l/J<m) be the eigenvector of S · Css · S* corresponding to the
eigenvalue A_<m>:
(S · Css · S*) · l/l<m) =A.<m) l/l<mJ,

m = 1, ... , Na

(22)

Since Css is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix, the eigenvalues A_(m) are
positive or zero, and the eigenvectors can be constructed to be orthonormal. We
suppose that the eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order of magnitude:
A_(l)~A_(2)~

For

M~Na,

... ~A_(m)~ ... ~A_(Na)~Q

define the dyad

M

yCM) =

L

(A (m))t

r/l(m)

r/I* (m)

(23)

m=l

where ( )t denotes the generalized inverse;
if
if

A_(m)>O
A_<ml=O

(24)

As approximate solutions to (17) consider the sequence
i~M)=

css' S*.

y<M).d 0 ;

M

= 1, ... ,Na

(25)
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For each M ~N 0 , [x;J<Ml, the value of the fitting parameter (13), can be
computed. Several properties of these sequences are noted:
(i)
=

y<Nal

is simply the generalized inverse of S · Css · S*, and i~Nal

c •• ·S* ··(S c •• ·S*)t · d0

is

the

solution

to

(17)

which

mm1m1zes

the

Riemannian norm [t;. c~ . t.J (assuming c;; exists).
(ii) With Css specified by a smoothing operator, the sequence of solutions is
ordered such that 1 ) is "smoother" than ·~M') if M <M' and if the eigenvalues
J..<Ml and ),<M ' l are distinct. (See Jordan a nd Minster ( 1971, p. 7-42) for the precise
definition of smoothness used here.)
(iii) [x;J<Ml is a monotonically decreasing function of M.
1

112

1

w

Thus, as M increases, more character (roughness) is added to the solution
and the fit to the data is improved. As M approaches N 0 , the solution
approaches a generalized inverse solution.
Our procedure is to find the smallest value of M such that increasing M does
not significantly reduce
In the calculations, the value K = 2.8 has been chosen. The associated filter
half-width is given by

x;.

Ll(K)=cos - 1 (1 - K- 1)::::::0.873 radians

(26)

or about 50°. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the solution yielded by
the algorithm is not very sensitive to the value of K. The solution sequence (25)
has been computed for l ~ M ~ 9, and the corresponding values of x} a re plotted
as a function of M in Figure 7. The value of the fitting function decreases
markedly out to M = 5. For M > 5, the decrease in
upon adding additional
eigenvectors is very small. This behavior was checked by computing the solution
for M = 30; the concomitant value of x} still exceeded 500. Therefore, no

x;
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Fig. 8. Stereographic projection
of a portion of the lower focal
hemisphere with source anomaly
contours computed from
Equation (27) for M = 5. Contour
interval is I s. Locations of S
and ScS rays corresponding to
observed absolute travel times
are represented by circles and
triangles, respectively. Region
depicted is portion of the lower
hemisphere shaded in figure a t
lower right. Baseline correction
is the same as in Figure 6
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significant improvement in the fit to the data is achieved by increasing M
beyond 5, and the structure introduced by adding more eigenvectors is not
required by the data.
The smoothed source anomaly computed for M = 5 is shown in Figure 8. The
solution vector has been interpolated by the formula
/~M>(r)

=

J g(r, r') G*(r') . S*.

T(M) .

d0 dQ(i'' );

r EY"(l )

(27)

Y(l)

The fact tha t the solution vector is easily interpolated in a manner consistent
with the smoothing, without the need for imposing further structure, is an
advantage of the method. Figure 8, the principa l product of the da ta analysis, is
discussed at length below.
The fit of the model to the data is shown in Figure 9, which displays the
distribution histograms of the residuals defined by Equations (12) norma lized by
their assigned standard deviations for each of the three data types. The fit to the
absolute travel times and the station anomalies is good, with respectively 70 %
and 81 % of the data lying within one standard deviation of the computed
values, compared with an expected 67 %. The fit to the differential travel times is
less good: only 44 % of the data lie within one standard deviation of the
computed values. The poorness of this fit has a simple explanation. In the
analysis we have taken the errors in the differential travel times a nd the errors in
the absolute travel times to be equal (if the subjective qualities assigned to the
picks were the same) and uncorrelated. Although that part of the uncertainty in
the ScS-S times caused by reading errors may approximate this behavior (the
readings were made independently), any errors arising from incorrect assump-
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tions in the formulation of the model surely do not. For example, representation of the pa th anoma lies in terms of a station correction tha t is identical
fo r both S and ScS is probably a crude approx imation. T he errors in the ScS-S
times due to the incorrectness of this ass umption can be expected to eq ual
nearly the sum of the associated errors in the S and ScS times and a re thus
correlated with the errors in the a bsolute times. If this is the dominant source of
error and if these errors in the absolute times are themselves uncorrelated, then
the variance of the differential time residuals should be approxima tely twice the
variance of the absolute time residuals. T he observation that the differentia l and
absolute travel times are internally consistent, discussed in the previous section,
suggests that correlated errors of this sort do dominate, and the standard
If
deviations of the ScS-S times should therefore be increased by a facto r of
this is done, 62 % of the observed differential travel times fall within one
standard deviation of the computed values, which is an adequa te fit to the data.
The fact that the noise in the different ia l travel times is correlated with the
noise in the absolute times expla ins why the model value of x} is large (545). If
the data processes were uncorrelated (e.g. i.--;"1 = 0), then
would be chi-square

i/2.
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distributed with v = 199 degrees of freedom (284 data constrammg 80 station
corrections and 5 source anomaly parameters), and a model with x})v
+ 1.65 ~ ~ 232 could be rejected with only a 5 % chance of making a type I
error. However, since these statistica l assumptions a re incorrect, the model
cannot be rejected on this basis.
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A more detailed comparison of the station corrections t, (path anomalies)
computed from equation (16) using i~5 > and the estimated station corrections t~
is made in Figure 10, which plots these quantities as a function of azimuth from
the source. As was stated above, the fit is good, considering the large uncertainties associated with t,0 , and there is no bias evident in the distribution
shown at the bottom of Figure 9. However, when viewed as a function of
azimuth, the variations in LJt, = t,0 - ~ are systematic. For stations in the Basin
and Range Province, the Pacific Ocean and western Europe, LJt, is generally
positive, whereas, for stations in Canada, India and Asia, this difference is
generally negative. A comparison of Figures 8 and 10 shows that the systematic
variation in the fit to the station correction data mimics the computed source
anomaly. The effect of decreasing this bias as a function of azimuth would be to
increase the magnitude of the source anomaly in Figure 8 without changing its
basic pattern. This is an artifact of the method, which finds the shortest solution
(in the sense of the Riemannian norm discussed under point (i) above) that
minimizes x}. It is a desirable feature of the solution in the sense that the
amplitude of the source anomaly is probably underestimated, rather than
overestimated.

4. Interpretation
A convincing way to verify the smoothing and interpolation algorithm is simply
to compare Figures 5 and 8: processing the data by eye agrees well with
processing the data by computer. In making this comparison, one should note
that a baseline shift of- 3 s has been applied to the source anomaly in Figure 8.
The "real" source anomaly baseline is not usefully constrained by this experiment, because the baseline for the station corrections is essentially arbitrary and
because there exists a trade-off between the average source anomaly and the
origin time of the source. Of course, in discussions of velocity contrasts, the
particular choice of the baseline is unimportant. It is significant only when we
attempt to relate the source anomaly to absolute velocities, say, those of the
spherically averaged earth.
I interpret the source anomaly derived from this earthquake to be the
expression of a high-velocity zone beneath the source which is extended parallel
to the Benioff Zone. Accordingly, the baseline in Figure 8 has been chosen to
yield a nearly zero anomaly for S rays which leave the source at shallow angles
in the NW direction (to European stations), the same baseline used in Figure 6.
The topographic form of the anomaly is consistent with this interpretation. It
is saddle-shaped with nearly perpendicular axes centered roughly in the middle
of the focal sphere. The axis of the "valleys" is oriented approximately parallel
to the strike of the Benioff Zone. With the chosen baseline, the anomaly at the
center of the saddle is about- 3.5 s. If the material beneath the source has shear
velocities higher than the surrounding mantle by 5 %, say, then this material has
to extend to a depth of nearly 1000 km to produce the stated decrease in travel
time. To reduce the depth extent of this material, the velocity contrast must be
increased correspondingly.
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Velocity Contrast
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross-sections along azimuth N60°W through preliminary models of the lower
mantle anomaly beneath the Sea of Okhotsk used in computing !he diagrams in Figure 12. Structure
is uniform in direction perpendicular to section and is imbedded in a spherically symmetric earth
model. H represents hypocenter location relative to structure

In an attempt to obtain a more detailed picture of the anomalous mantle
below this earthquake, a number of parameterized models have been formulated, and their theoretical anomaly patterns have been generated by a
simple ray tracing algorithm. In th e algorithm the velocities of the J effreysBullen model are approximated by a circular ray distribution (Bullen, 1963,
p. 122), and the source anomaly is computed by integratin g the slowness
contrasts along the ray paths. As a consequence of Fermat's Principle, this
procedure yields travel time anomalies correct to first order in the contrasts, but
no accoun ting for ray path distortion is made. Hence, the theoretical anomalies
are mapped onto the focal sphere incorrectly, and the computed anomaly
pattern is distorted. For typical slab structures the distortion can be quite severe
(c.f. Toksoz et al., 1971, p. 11 29). However, the "observed" anomaly pattern in
Figure 8 was generated from travel times mapped onto the focal sphere also
using a spherically symmetric model. Thus, the approximations are selfconsistent and are hopefully valid for the purposes of a qualitative comparison.
But, certainly, any results based on them must be considered tentative until they
are verified by more exact three-dimensional calculations.
Two models of the anomalous mantle are shown in Figure 11. Both are slablike structures 100 km thick of uniform lateral ex tent striking N30°E with a dip
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E

E

Fig. 12. Stereograph ic projections of a port ion of the lower foca l hem isphere with source anomaly
contours computed from models A and B (Fig. 11). Contour interval is Is. Method of computat ion
is a pprox imate and does not include the effects of perturbations to the ray pat hs caused by the
anoma lous structure

o f 85° in the N60°W directio n. In model A t he velocity cont rast is a co nsta nt
5 % and t he slab co n ti nues below th e hy pocenter to a depth of I 000 k m. In
m odel B the velocity contrast va ries d iscontin uo usly down the slab to a depth o f
900 k m. The regio n o f high velocity cont rast ( + 15 %) in mod el B is designed to
represent a 30-km elevation o f th e mantle discon tin uity (phase cha nge) near
650 km, a possibility which is discussed furt her below. The source ano maly
patterns calculated for these m odels a re shown in Figure 12.
These patterns are q uite similar, indicating that t he d ata are not ve ry
sensitive to the trade-o ff between slab length and average velocity cont rast. For
bo th mod els the variatio n qualitatively matches t he saddle-shaped so urce anomaly d erived fro m the d ata. T he calcula tio ns were made with t he h ypocen ter
located 25 km fro m the N W bo undary o f the slab. T his locati on should be near
the coolest part o f the slab (Schubert et a l., 1975) where, at shallower depths,
most of the seismicity is concent rated (Engdahl, 1973; Veith, 1974). Choosing
the locatio n o f the so urce to be nearer the NW side of the slab in trod uces an
asymmetry about one axis of t he sad d le, increasing t he gradien t a lo ng no rt hwesterly azim uths and decreasing t he gradient alo ng so utheasterly azimuths.
Interestingly, such an asymmetry in t hese gradients is evident in Figures 6 and 8.
A n asymmet ry about the other ax is of the saddle-shaped so urce is a lso
p resen t: the SW va lley is deeper and mo re pronounced th an the N E valley.
Lim iting the slab's lateral dimension fro m the so urce to several hundred
k ilometers in t he NE d irection can q uan titati vely explain the asymmetry. T his
explanatio n is plausible, beca use the deep-foc us seismicity term inates abo ut
400 km northeast of the source beneath t he K amchatka Peninsula, near its
intersectio n wit h th e A leutian Arc transform fau lt. (To the sou thwest t he
geomet ry of the Benioff Zone is essentially uncha nged to the Hok ka ido Corner,
over I 000 km d istan t fro m the so urce.)
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Fig. 13. Vertical cross-section perpendicular to the K uril-Kamchatka Arc showing inferred location
of descending lithospheric material above the seismic d iscontinuity (after Veith, 1974, pp. 31 - 32,
sections 9 and 10). Black dots are relocated hypocenters and short line segments represent
orientation of compressional axes for events with down-dip compression. Note the inferred change
in the dip of the Benioff Zone near 550km depth. The hypocenter of the January 29, 1971,
earthquake is indicated by the arrow

These explanations for the source anomaly asymmetry in terms of the slab
geometry are appealing, but, despite their plausibility, neither is really demanded by the data. For the existence of the asymmetries to be required, the
extrapolation of the source anomaly to regions of the focal sphere outside the
data range (8 > 52°) and its interpolation in regions where the data are sparse
(e.g. the SE quadrant) must be trusted. Any such trust is misplaced, since the
anomaly values within these regions are very uncertain. Furthermore, the
asymmetry in Figure 8 can largely be removed by postulating that the source is
mislocated O.l 5°ENE of the actual epicenter. Although an epicentral mislocation of this magnitude is considered unlikely, it cannot be discounted as an
a lternate hypothesis.
A notable discrepancy between the estimated anomaly pattern and the
theo retical calculations is the broadness of the negative valleys in Figure 8
compared with those in F igure 12. This could be evidence that the effective slab
width exceeds the model value of 100 km, but, again, explanations independent
of the slab structure are possible. Perhaps the data have been smoothed too
much; a narrower negative trough is certainly not excluded by the data in
Figure 5. Also, the effects of residual sphere distortion by the three-dimensional
structure, which could contribute to the broadening, remain to be evaluated.
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One feature of the model which does appear to be required by the data is the
near vertical dip of the high-velocity zone beneath the source. Decreasing the
dip to much less than 80° distorts the anomaly pattern severely and predicts
larger negative residuals for the ScS-S times at stations in western Europe than
are observed. This nearly vertical dip was at first surprising to the author, since
the dip of the Benioff Zone above the event is close to 45° (Fig. 1). Figure 1 does
indicate, however, that the dip of the seismic zone may change at a depth of
about 550 km. Evidence supporting this hypothesis was obtained independently
and prior to this study by Veith (1974), whose results are summarized in
Figure 13. Not only do his relocated hypocenters indicate this change in dip, but
there is a distinct, similar change in the orientation of compressional axes at
about 550 km depth. This independent evidence for the nearly vertical dip of the
slab below the hypocenter adds weight to our results.

5. Discussion

The data base and modelling procedures used here are too crude to place
bounds on the depth extent of the high-velocity material without the incorporation of further constraints, such as a bound on the maximum velocity
contrasts. Mitronovas and !sacks (1971) have estimated the average shear
velocity contrasts within the slab above the deep-focus zone to be 7 %± 1 %, a
value compatible with the observed compressional velocity contrasts. Higher
lateral velocity contrasts, perhaps as great as 15 %, could exist in a limited depth
range if the 650-km mantle discontinuity were elevated because of reduced
temperatures within the descending lithospheric slab. If the temperature contrasts are as great as 700 °C, as in the model of Schubert et al. (1975), and the
Clapeyron slope for the 650-km phase transition is as great as 2 x 10- 2 Kbj°C,
then this discontinuity could be elevated as much as 30 km. These assumptions
are incorporated into model B and imply a minimum depth extent for the high
velocity material of 900 km. However, best estimates of the entropy change
across the 650-km transition are near zero (Jackson et al., 1974; Anderson,
1976), so little or no change in the depth of this discontinuity is expected,
regardless of the temperatures. Furthermore, the predicted temperature contrasts below 400 km are lower by several hundred degrees than at shallower
depths, due to conductive heating and some warming by exothermic reactions
(Schubert et al., 1975); thus, the velocity contrasts beneath the source are likely
to be less than 7 %. If so, the depth extent of the high-velocity material probably
exceeds 900 km, as in model A.
It should be noted that these depth estimates are lower bounds, since small
scale lateral heterogeneity below 900 km depth subtends only small solid angles
from a deep-focus source, and its expression in the focal sphere anomaly pattern
will not be observable. Also, more realistic three-dimensional ray tracing
calculations may reduce somewhat the large negative anomalies shown in
Figure 12.
Thus, a zone of high-velocity material extends well into the lower mantle
beneath the Kuril-Kamchatka subduction zone. Similar anomalies apparently
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exist beneath other regions of plate convergence, and I interpret these features to
be the expressions of colder lithospheric material that has penetrated the lower
mantle (Jordan, 1975). This evidence strongly supports the old hypothesis that
the lower mantle participates in thermal convection (Jordan, 1975; O'Connell,
1976; Davies, 1976), at least the large-scale flow responsible for plate motions
(Richter and Parsons, 1975).

6. Conclusions

(a) An algorithm has been formulated for recovering the source anomaly by
smoothing and interpolating travel time data which densely populate a region of
the focal sphere. The algorithm is based on standard least-squares analysis, but
some of the specific methods discussed here may be usefully applied elsewhere.
(b) Application of the algorithm to shear-wave travel time data from the January
29, 1971, Sea of Okhotsk deep-focus earthquake yields a saddle-shaped source
anomaly pattern (Fig. 8). This pattern is compatible with the presence of
a planar high-velocity zone beneath the source with a nearly vertical dip and a
strike parallel to the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc. The high-velocity zone is interpreted to be the expression of colder lithospheric material that has penetrated
the mantle below the seismic discontinuity near 650 km.
(c) The configuration of the high-velocity zone has been explored by a simple
ray-tracing method which predicts, to first order, the magnitude of the travel
time anomalies associated with lateral structure but does not account for ray
path distortion. These calculations indicate that the dip of the high-velocity zone
is greater than 80°. This agrees with the geometry of the slab at depths greater
than 550 km deduced by Veith (1974) from a study of seismicity and fault plane
solutions. Asymmetries in the derived anomaly pattern can be explained by
locating the source near the northwestern boundary of the slab and by limiting
the slab's northeastern extent, hypotheses which are also compatible with the
geometry of the seismic zone. However, these asymmetries are only marginal
features of the solution and, even if significant, may be caused by source
mislocation. The broadness of the negative valleys in Figure 8 may indicate that
the effective width of the slab is greater than the model value of 100 km, but,
again, explanations independent of mantle structure are tenable. A bound on the
depth extent of the high-velocity zone is possible only if additional constraints
are imposed. If the 650-km discontinuity is unperturbed by the presence of the
anomalous temperatures and if the average shear velocity contrast is 5 % or less,
then the high-velocity material inust extend to at least 1000 km depth to account
for the anomalous times. High velocities may exist at greater depths, but the
data do not resolve this deeper structure. The conclusions concerning the
configuration of the anomalous zone are tentative until more realistic threedimensional ray tracing calculations are applied to this data set. The modelling
attempted here should be considered as only the first step of an iterative
procedure aimed at explaining the data.
(d) This study and other work on mantle heterogeneity strongly suggest that
material is being exchanged between the upper mantle and the lower mantle
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and, thus, that the convection implied by plate motions is not confined to the
upper mantle.
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